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(but not Resnais, who beIongs to the first type); Cartier-Bresson; Dostoyevsky -
hence the "clialogism" and "polyphonism" of his novels (Bakhtin), wruch are
merely a projection of montage of the first type, which he practised in rus early
work, as shown by Boris Schnaidermann; Surrealism; Eisenstein's "ideological
montage" when influenceel by Surrealism, in October; João Cabral de MeIo Neto
(tendency towards the fírst classification: influence of Valéry and architecture;
"prosification" of the melodic line of the poetry);

c) Montage Jll - Pragmatic montage, or bricolage. The São Paulo bus ter-
minal; Gaudí, in the I-loly Trinity and Guell Park; FIaubert, in Bouvard et Pécuchet;
Duchamp; Satie; a number of things in and aspects of Joyce's Ulysses; happenings;
punk, kitsch (bricolage is a projection of kitsch); the Las Vegas Sunset Strip and
so-called pop architecture or anti-arcrutecture (Robert Venturi, for example).

ln São Paulo, we can compare the bus terminal and the Praça ela Sé subway
station. Here, spaces and space shapers (few elements and materiaIs) correspond
isomorphically and paramorprucally: the syntagm is a projection of its paradigms,
by sim ila rity . 1n the bus tenninal, countless forms and materiaIs (paradigms)
simply join up to constitute the syntagm. lt is not without reason that architects
and students of arcrutecture ca11this building a work of "caritecture" ...

lndeed, a11 the efforts of architects and city planners airn at combating
and pushing back the tendency towards bricolage manifested by ali modern cities.
Hence the dream and aspiration of designing cities ab ovo.

1n Brasilia, only the Pilot pIan remains within Montage I; the satellite
suburbs tend towards collage and bricolage, as, indeed, do the mass media and
Brazilian popular music (from country music to reggae). It might relevantly be
observeel at this point that the fundamental difference between popular music
anel so-called serious music is that the former is based on the melody, which is
consumable and reproducible by laymen (can be whistled and sung) and which
is supplieel rcady-maele, except in some special cases - e.g. João Gilberto, Caetano
or Walter Franco. To whistle a theme from a Mozart symphony is to retain prac-
tically none of its infonnation, whose secret is preciseJy its harmony. In traditional
Eastern music. it is inlpossible to irnage someone whistling a melody.

[n contrast to what it is usualJy helel to be, Renaissance perspective is a
sign of closure, hierarchic anel hypotactic (Goel, being etc.) - a sign which com-
manels the whole organization of spatial perception. very much in accordance
with the logical and teleological uni verse of the West. Now that this sign has been
overcome, West anel [asl come closer once again. 1t is more important to inte-
grate than to aim at an all-orelering finality which is indistinguishable from power.
Th.is is what my beloved Schopenhauer discovered (The World as Will and Re-
presentation); he was countered by the not so beloveel Nietzsche (The Will to
Power). There is !lO power without a finaJistic discourse.
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São Paulo University

Translation seems destined to illustrate
the debate on aesthetics.

The more I reflect on my art, the more
I practice it.

. 1ntersemiotic translation is conceived of here, in the arts, as a space where
conflict takes place (praductively) among the various codes and elements of the
system of art - fram the production to the reception of a work of art, understood
not as an absolute category but as a cluster of relations between the elements
of that system: object-representation-interpretant-author_reaeler. It is within this
cluster of relations that we can locate the act of creation itself containeel in the
act oftranslation, anel vice versa, when language is set in motion.

. It is in the nature of art to be intersemiotic; art at its extreme. the search
for ItS purity, finels in its core the precise relations wruch can be set up with other
systems. of slgns. lt, as It were, becomes saturateel, interweaves, resolves anel elis-
~olves .m co~tact wIth other systems. This relationship is bounel to become
mcreasm~ly nch anel complex as a result of the inflation anel accelerateel growth
m mutatlOns of lang.uage, codes and media in our time, a characteristic feature
of the contemporaneIty of present anel future art. It is from this point of view



that one can conceive of the theory and practice of inter-code translation in tune
with present and future needs, in order to develop a kind of perception which can
produce the feeling and understanding of the influences operated reciproca11y
by one language on another.

lt is not the object of this study to claim a higher status for translation
(considered a minor art in acadernic circles), but rather to demonstrate that art
itself (the higher kind) holds within itself the germ of a translation of something
since translation and creation are opposite sides of the same coin. To create is to
translate, to translate is to create; as Marx put it, production and consumption
stand in a close relationship. The act of consuming is implicit in the very act
of producing, and production is embedded in consumption: "Each is at once
its own opposite", writes Marx in a thorough1y Oriental manner. Or again:
PRODUSSUMO ("PRODUMPTION"), as the process is synthesized in Décio
Pignatari's creative translation. The same occurs with transcreation when the
translator, by appropriating the original, is transfigured and objectiva;ed through
the act of appropriation, while at the same time creating and recreating hinlself
in the work oftranslating, humanizing himself in an act of love.

By recreating, the translator does not fetishize his object, because he
transfonns and sets language in motion. At the same time, he reflects history
and .creates a circular temporality which runs counter to the linear conception
of tll11e so characteristic of the avant-garde. In this territory, transcreation can
be seen as a way of resolving and exorcizing the old ghosts of mimesis, on the
one hand, and of the "new", on the other, in order to give meaning to history
through forms; for translation and tradition communicate reciproca11y.

Considering the problem of creative translation means considering the
problem of creation: both one and the other reflect on their own medium:
language.

A work of art has countless rarnifications, amongst which we sha11choose
the most significant for our purposes: to focus on translation in general and
more specifically, interserniotic translation. ' ,

The text proposed here is an initial attempt to map out the terrain in
the field of theory and, above alI, of creative practice. This is a work in progresso

therefore a work of art also has a unique character within the series, due to its
codificati~n, although there are sin1ilarities and clifferences. ln a certain sense,
a work of art is the meaning (or part of it) of other works where it is more devel-
o~d. . .

This synchronic nature of a work as palin1psest leads us to think of ItS
historicity: that is, aspects included in its compositon can be examin~d through
analysis and located diachronically; a work at one and the same time dlalogs wlth
the present and with the past, and is in some way akin to tradition. Diachrony
is embedded in synchrony (the synchronic absorbs the diachronic), just as linear-
ity is a case of simultaneity. A work of art thus encompasses a number of codes
and ordering laws, in a highly particular synthesis.

As Octavio Paz puts it, "every text is unique and simultaneously a trans-
lation of another text. No text is entirely original because in its essence language
itself is already a translation: fust, of the non-verbal world, anel next, because
every sign and every sentence is a translation of another sign and another sen-
tence. But this train of thought can be inverted without losing its validity: alI
texts are original because every translation is (\jstinct. Every translation, up to
a point, is an invention and thus constitutes a unique text"l.

The reservation - "up to a point" - incJuded here by Octavio Paz raises
the question of the invariability and the defmitive nature of a work, for: "There
is no good text which will not appear invariable and definitive if we practlce It
frequently enough"2. However, at the same time, "the concept of a deGnitive
text corresponds either to religion or to fatigue." And again: "To assume that
any recombination of elements is necessarily inferior to the original is to assume
that rough copy G is necessarily inferior to rough copy H since there are no rough
copies"3. . .

To this can be juxtaposed the following statement by Borges wluch, Ul

a way, synthesizes the above: "lt is without enthusiasm that 1 offer these con-
jectures: the only certainty is that it is impossible to separate what belongs to
the writer from what belongs to language" - that is, "the categorical difficulty
of knowing what belongs to the poet and what belongs to language. To this
fortunate difficulty we owe the possibility of thcre being so many versions, alI
of them sincere, genuine and divergent"4.

In this sense, the creative individuality of the artist is mediated by langu-
age, and vice versa. Language (what has already been done with it and what has
been left undone) imposes the conditions for its own construction on the artist.
Nevertheless, the choice of a given syntax, the selection of certain tenns and
functions (verbal and non-verbal), the subversion of certain syntactic patterns

A work of art is an object, a synthesis and/or syncresis of codes forms
gestures or action which, once synthesized, constitute and proclaim the e~stanc:
of a work of art. Any work of art is thus a more or less successful and declared
?aJ.iJnpses~which, when read critica11y, leads the way to history. A.ny work of art
~sa.meanmgful and synthetic fonn in a dialogic relationship with the other forms
~ lt~ senes (style). The fonn (art) has paradigms which are analogous, but not
ldenhcal, to other fonns. There are variations. A work of art thus shares the meta-
phoric nature of the stylist and aesthetic series to which it belongs. ln this context,

1. Paz, Octavio, "Traducción: literatura y litcraliclacl". Cuadcrnos Margillaics
(no. 18), Tusquets, Barcelona, 1971, p. 9.

2. Borges, J.L., "Las versioncs hornéricas", in iJiscusiúlI. Ltnecc. 13uenos AiJcs.
1964, p. 90.

3. Idem, ibidem, p. 90.
4. Idem, ibidcm, p. 91.



in sign systems, and evcn lhe criticaJ-creative recreation of tradition - aU this is
the responsibility of the creator-translator. Thus, any creation-translation moves
in the quicksands or the ímpossibility of separating "what belongs to the writer
and what beJongs to language".

This leads to the conclusion that the construction of any work leaves
behind it the marks 01' relativity (or the authors, choices, points of view etc.)
which paradoxicaUy, however, wilJ become absolute, unique and tautoJogicaJ
in the finished "work-of-art". Lt is precisely in this chink between the absolute-
ness and the relativity or any work that the possibility of translation appears
to arise.

In short: all works aspire to definitiveness. Yet it is impossible to go beyond
what is pennitted by Janguage at a given point. This is the flaw, the breach in
any work, and it is in this breach that there can arise elements of chance, play-
fulness and creativity, and índeed extrapolation from one code to another, or
translation. Thus, ali translations are in advance of the original in some respects,
but also fall behind in others; fram this, language emerges as a specific system
for coding and structuring the work, and for presenting it, wh.ile at the same time
revealing the individ ual characteristics of each artist and/or translator. To this
extent a work is consummated as the metaphor of a subject, at the same time
as the breach of its translatability points towards the vector of an absence-
replacement of this same subject.

Ln synthesis, we thus have, at one extreme, the work as a potentiality
open to translation, since the very act of reading already functions as an embryo
of translation. Translating thus consists of "the most attentive way of read-
ÍJlg. . the desire to read attentively, better to penetrate complex works"5:
that is, it consists of "a priviJeged form of critical reading"6.

At the other extreme, however, while it is correct to say that "any new
language wiJI initiaUy be IiJlked to a certain extent to one or more existing langu-
ages, on the other hand its development will gradually make it autonomous. This
autonomy, this uniq ueness, not only of one language in relation to the others
but even of each work of art, is indeed a sine qua non for any work of art to
be seen as such. ln other w'ords: "a work of art is irreducible"7. From this it flows
that translation is ÍJllpossible, as to translate would be to Jose the essence of the
peculiar quality which makes any work a work of art.

The value of a language fies in what
in it cannot be translated, transposed
or reduced to other languages_

Décio Pignatari

The essence of art is tauto logy. Works
of art do not signify; they are.

5. SUBIRAT, Salas - quotcel til CAMPOS, Harolelo ele, "Da traelução como criação
e como crítica", in Metalinguagem, Vozes, Petrópolis, 1970, p. 31.

6. CAMPOS, Harolelo ele, 01'. cit., p. 34.
7. PIGNATA R I, Décio, "Nova linguagem, nova poesia", tn fnvençiio.· Revista de

Arte de Vanguarda (no. 4), Dec. 1964, p. 81.

In an article entitled On translation as creation and as criticism, Haraldo
de Campos makes a parallel between two theoreticians of art and literature, A.
Fabri and M. Bense. These two writers set out fram differing assumptions to
arrive at similar conc!usions concerning the prablem of translation. For Fabri,
the characteristic feature of literary language is the "absolute sentence", whose
"only content is its structure" and which is "noth.ing if not its own instrument."
This leads Fabri to conc!ude that this "absolute or perfect sentence" cannot be
translated, as translation "presupposes the possibility of separating meaning and
word."

M. Bense, on the other hand, sets out fram the distinction between
"documentary infonnation", "semantic infonnation" and "aesthetic infonnation"
to develop the concept of the "fragility" of aesthetic infonnation. Following
the trai! already opened up by Haraldo de Campos, from this it can be said that
"aesthetic information" can only be coded by the forms in which it is transmitted
by the artist. When the fragility of aesthetic infonnation is at its utmost, no altera-
tion, however minute, may be made to even a mere particle without disturbing
the aesthetic realization. Thus, aesthetic information may not be separated fram
what it realizes: "its essence and its function are linked to its instrument, its unique
realization. It can be conc!uded that the sum total of information contained in
aesthetic infonnation is, in each case, equal to the sum total of its realization",
whence, "at least in principIe, its untranslatability"8.

Thus the impossibility of translation is, as it were, postulated. This impos-
sibility is graunded in the aesthetic object's singularity-uniqueness, which aspires
to be absolu te. In other words, its singularity is established by the "fragility"
which constitutes it as a unique being in dialog with itself and the objects in its
series. lt should be noted that the "fragility of aesthetic information" does not
occur in the sense of precision, as in the numeric system, but in the sense of the
semantic imprecision which results fram its realization and is inseparable from
it. This leads to the problem of uniqueness as a differential quality of a work.

Now at the leveI of quality, of the analogic, every message is less precise
but more direct. At this leveI, it cannot be explained, interpreted, translated:
it simply pornts to itself. A work of art is therefore tautological and cannot be
translated to another system without changing its quality.



TRANSLATI0N

.' h 't' limíted to a reproductíon of reality,b I' to be obJectlve ';IV en I 1S hi hcan e or c aun .., . li t be a reproductíon w cso no translatíon ís feasíble íf 1t aspires essentla y o
bl h . inal"14 . t
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the conclusíon that "no translatlon IS more . I"" 15
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become deeply engage 111ea g... f . in le language to be all-embracíng

lt ís precísely this .lI11posslbllíty or t~:t ~a s the basis for the possibility
(despíte the ínternal totality lt/epr~sen~ the co~'rontatioll of languages, ín the
of poetic translation as formo or 1 IS. e ators of forms are revealed.
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b tt d worse than t e ong1l1a . d
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to what they íntend to expresso I' licit thc fact that it is because
Benjamin's observatlOns seem to eave lllTIP fOl'm is possible. Now it

d . ti r that trans atlOn asone language ís saturate 111ano le f code to another .. lhat is, the
. 'g ation rom one

is precisely the cont1l1uous ~~:r _ that lays the basis for lhe possibility 01' inter,
saturatwn of one code 111 ano . ili' . 1 kind 01' reOection on such trans-
semiotic translation and glves feaslb ty to aI y
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When he refers to an mtllnatc

W
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1
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. .. hínt of an íntllTIate re a 10ns 1 d

BeJal11ll1glves a b I' f eXaIl1ple As representationa co' es,. h visual and ver a Slgns, or .
of slgns, suc as . h' rt ín kínship in theír common enter-both these systems of SlgnS may s ow a ce a

prise of aliudíng to the same reference po~t.d ntrasts the expressions Erot and
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However, Haroldo de Campos leaps out of this framework of the impos-
síbility of translation and, in a qualitatíve thrust of theoretícal reflection, makes
the impossible give birth to the possible. Referring to poetic translation and set-
ting out from the sine qua non established by Bense to the effect that any transla-
tion requíres another set of aesthetic informatíon, Haroldo de Campos proposes
that, although the original and the translatíon are dífferent from the point of
view of language, the aesthetíc informatíon they bear "will be connected by an
ísomorphic relatíonship - that is, like isomorphic bodíes they wíll crystallize wíthín
one and the same system"9.

Haraldo de Campos also reclaims Walter Benjamín's thesís that "translatíon
ís in the first place a fOlm"IO and extracts ali íts radical consequences. Thus, transa-
latíon ís "always recreation or paralIel, autonomous but recíprocal creation ...
ln translatíon of thís kind, not only the meaning but the sign ítself is translation,
í.e. íts very physical nature, íts materiality ... Thís is therefore the opposite of
so-called literal translation"lI. Or, as Haroldo de Campos hínlself poínts out ín
another artícle: it is a matter of "exponentíated literality, of being literal to the
form (rather than the content) of the original." ln short, ít ís a matter of transla-
ting "under the sígn of ínventíon"12.

What emerges most conspicuously, however, fram the observatíons of
Haroldo de Campos ís that at the heart of his thesis concerning what is possible
in tenns of poetic translatíon there is an íssue which is by nature semíotíc. ln
order for translation not to be, as W. Benjamin remarks, "the imprecise trans-
mission of an ínessentíal content", H. de Campos shows that poetic translation
should go beyond soley línguistic wisdon, so that the fundamental criterion for
thís activity is translation of fonn: hence trans-creation.

lt should be noted, however, that translation as f01111has also nothíng
to do wíth símple transposition or mere literal illustration, where the relation
between the original and the translation would be one of imitation ' that is,
translation produced at the leveI of appearance and not that of the formal-
semantic structure. Thís type of translation is servile and thus lacks the playful-
ness of transcreation or recreation of the original.

Transiatíon as form, on the contrary, poses complex problems. Accord-
ing to W. Benjamin, "conceiving it as such means above alI returning to the
original, in whích after all the law whích determines and contaíns the 'transla-
tability' of a work is finalIy to be found"l3. Thus, just as "no item of knowledge

9. Idem, p. 24.

10. BENJAMIN, W., "A tarefa do tradutor", in Humboldt magazine (no. 40), Bruck-
mann, Munich, 1979, p. 38.

11.CAMPOS, H. de, op. cit., p. 24.

12. CAMPOS, H. de, "A poética da tradução", in Arte no Horizonte do Provável,
Perspectiva, São Paulo, pp. 98 and Ill.

13. BENJAMIN, W., op. eit., p. 38.

14. Idem,p. 39.
15. Idem, pp. 39 and 40.
16. Idem, p. 40.



for otherwise it would no longer be a translation. InterseIIÚotic translation thus
stands in a frontier zone between being a second to the original or being another
original in itself, thereby enhancing the clash between differences and similarities
(variety in sameness, in analogy with what is translated) which is prototypical
of ali translation, whether it be intersemiotic or noto
. This is exact1y why any translation reflects its lost other half: in the analog,
It appears as what is different, what is singular. It is this singularity that adds
something to the function of translating and leads a translation to aspire to
complete what is "missing" . hence the difference. Yet it is because in a translation
there is this difference in conflict with itself that one language can contribute to
the enriclunent of another, as can one code to the emiclunent of another. ln
the l:na.rrow of the difference is thus encapsulated the inalienably critical-meta.
lrngUlstIc nature of any translation.

Translating is thus coming in contact with the deepest aspects of creation:
this entails a reappraisal and analysis of the original's procedures while at the
same. time these same procedures are questioned in a playful manner, newly
posltIoned and rearranged in the product (translation) which is to foliow the
original as its second. To translate is to lay the original bare, make its fullness
visible and concrete, tum it inside ouL
. It foliows from this that reading, translating, criticism and analysis are

srmultaneous, interwoven and/or paraliel operations which are synthesized in the
product (translation). Ali this can be summed up in this lapidary quotation from
Borges: "Translation, by contrast, seems destined to illustrate the debate on
aesthetics"20. Moreover, in interseIIÚotic terms, Borges' statement can be extra-
polate.d by saying that intersemiotic translation constitutes a privileged place
rn which to think out the problem of the migration and saturation of codes, and
the aesthetic potential of each code and among codes.

The translator of poetry is a choreographer of the interior dance
of languages, in which the meaning (or content, as it is didactically
termed), rather than being the linear target of a race from term to
term, the Pavlovian bel1 of conditioned feedback, acts as the seman-
tIc w~gs or ma~fold scenery for this mobile choreography. A
~onyslan pulsatIon, that dissolves the Apollonian diamantiz.
atlO~ of the already pre·formed original text in a new signic festival:
It bnngs the crystaliography back to its boiling lava state.

dominance absolute or limited, poetry is untranslatab1c b]' Jc!il1itiul1"21. /\l1d
this statement is complemented by Octavio Paz:" . if it is possib1c to lranslate
the denotative meanings of a text, by contrast it is practically impossible to
translate the connotative meanings. Made of echoes, refleetions and correspol1-
dences between sound and sense, poetry is a tissue of connotations and, therefore,
it is untranslatable"22.

This argument conceming the impossibility of translation is however turned
relative by both Paz and Jakobson in ways which are apparently divergent but
in fact end up meeting.

For Jakobson, oniy 'creative transposition" is possible: " ... transposition
from one poetic form to another .. interlingual transposition -- or, fl1lally, inter-
semiotic transposition -- from one system of signs to another"23.

According to Paz, "translating is very difficult -- no less so than writing
more or less original texts: but is not impossilbe ... Translation and creation are
twin operations. On the one hand, . , , translation is often indistinguishable from
creation, On the other, there is an incessant ebb-and-flow between the two, a
continuous and mutual fecundation"24. Having postulated poetic translation as,
in the words of Valêry, consisting ideal1y of "the production of analogous effects
with different means", Paz defines translation as "transmutation".

lt is clear, then, that each of these theoreticians begins from a different
starting point and take a different road in dealing with the question of translation,
yet alI of them converge on the same destination: tral1s1ation as creative trans-
codifica tion.

However, when approached from the viewpoint of poetic ambiguitl', the
problem of translation presents new nuances which once again can be laid open
to intersemiotic reflections. As Jakobson puts it, "in humor, dreams, rnagic, that
is in what mal' be called the verbal rnythology of every-day !ife, and above ali
in poetrl', grammatical categories have a heightened semantic content. ln such
conditions, the question of translations becomes complicated and is much more
open to debate"25. This staternent can, rnoreover, be extrapolated to any
aesthetic message in anl' code, for the ambiguity and imprecision created by a
high semantic content are intrinsic and ina!ienable features of a work of art.

To speak of ambiguity in aesthetic messages leads back to Jakobson, for
it is this theoretician who has penetratingll' brought to !ight the procedures
which engender poeticity and plurisignificance in verbal and non-verbal rnessages.
The issue here is the poetic function of language -- or, in other words, the pro-
jection of the equivalence principie from the axis of selection onto the axis of
combination, so that equivalence is promoted to being a constitutive source of
sequence. The supremacl' of this function over the rest gives arnbiguity to the

Haroldo de Campos

Examining the language of poetry from the viewpoint of its inherent
~mbig~ity, both Octavio Paz and R. Jakobson argue that translation is, in principIe,
rmposslble. According to Jakobson: "The pun _. or, to use a more erudite and
perhaps more precise term, paronomasia .. reigns over the art of poetry; be this

21. JAKüBSüN, Roman, Linguística e Comunicaçao, Cultrix, São Paulo, 1973, p. 72.
22. PAZ, üctavio, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
23. Idem, p. 72.
24. Idem, p. 16.
25. JAKüBSüN, Roman, op. cit., p. 70.



referential capacity of languages. This ambiguity lends messages a tone of impre-
cision and creates a tendency toward self-reference, toward metalanguage -- that

is, the message points toward its own construction processo
An examination of the proccsS of construction of language from the view-

point of the dominance of the poetic function leaàs to the raising or a number

of conjectures concerning the problem of translation.
lt is again Jakobson who points out that operations or combination (syn-

tagm) anà sclection (paradigm) "proviàe each linguistic sign with two groups of
interpretants, to return to the useful concept introduceà by C.S. Peirce: two
references serve to interpret the sign -- one to the code and the other to the con-
text whether coàeà or free ... The constituents of any message are necessarily
link~d to the code by an internal relation and message by an external relation ...
80th for the linguist and for the ordinary use r of words, the signified of a lingu-
istic sign is notlling more than its translation by another sign for which it can
be substituted, especiaUy a sign 'in which it is developed more completely', as

Peirce repeatedly affirmed"26.
What can be extracted from these statements, in the first place, is that

any substitution is by nature a translation -- one sign is translated into another --
and indeed an inalicnable condition for any interpretation: the meaning of a
Sign' can onlY be realizcd in another. From the viewpoint of the poetic function,
this operation is hyperbolized, for in it equivalence (paradigm) is promoted to
being a constitutive source of sequence. The constituents of poetic language,
then, both in its internal link (with the code) and its external link (with the
message), operate under the dominance of the axis of similarity: one sign is
translated into another. Thus, here, at the heart of language in its poetic function,
lies the core of translation. Translation in the broad sense is therefore a (meta-
linguistic) operation embedded in the production of language itself, and in a
message with a poetic function this operation is exponentiated.

On this basis, it is clearly possible to establish a number of relations with
the observations made by Paz when he refers to translation as "an analogous
operation to poetic creation, except that it unfolds in the opposite direction ...
One of the features of poetry -- indeed, perhaps its cardinal characteristic -- is
the preservation of a plurality of meanings ... The critics have dwelt upon this
disturbing particularity of poetry without noticing that this kind of mobility
and indeterminacy of meanings corresponds to another equally fascinating
particularity: the immobility of signs. Poetry transforms language radically and
in the opposit direction from prose. In the latter case, the mobility of the signs
corresponds to the tcndency to fix a single meaning; in the former, the plurality
of meanings corresponds to the fixity of the signs. Now language is a system of
mobile signs which, up to a point, may be interchangeable: one word can be
replaced by another and each sentence can be said (translated) by another. To
parody Peirce, it can be said that the meaning of a word is always another word ...
Now no sooner have we entered the realm of poetry than words lose their mobility

and interchangeability. The meanings of a poem are multiple and shifting; the
words of one and the same poem are unique and irreplaceable. To change them
would be to destroy the poem. Poetry, without ceasing to be language, is a going
beyond language. The poet, urunersed in the movement of the language, a con-
tinuou8 verbal to-and-fro, chooses certain words -- or is chosen by them. By
combmmg them he constructs his poem: a verbal object made of irreplaceable
and . unmovable slgns. The translator's point of departure is not language in
motion -- the poet's raw material -- but the fixed language of the poem. It is a
frozen language, and yet perfectly alive. The operation he carries out is the
O.PPoslte of the poet's: rather than constructing an immovable text with mobile
slgns, he dismantles the elements of this text, puts the signs back into circulation
and restores them to language" 27 .

These remarks by Octavio Paz highlight the fact that any poem (and this
can be extend~d to any aesthetic message) is an unrepeatable, and therefore frozen,
syst~m ~f chOlces. To tra.nslate, t~en, is to set this crystal of selections newly in
~otlOn, morder once agam to fix lt m another system of choices, which, however
18 an.alogous. ~o tra~slate, in this sense, is to rethink the arrangement of sign~
(S1gru~ translations) m a wark which is trans-muted (trans-created) into another
selechve a:rangement: for where there is artistic activity there is the dominance
of. t.he axlS of sdection. The translator rethinks the significant choices of the
ongmal and. re-<Jrders them in another system, making use of planning -- which
1S an analytical operation -- and assembly -- which is a synthetic operation. It
would, how.ever, be more correct to say that these are two phases of one and the
same operatlOn.

. . Thus any translation comprises a transformation of the original. It operates
Wlthin the mar:ow of language: metaphor and metonymy. And the original text
only reappea~ m. the translation as an indirect description (the part for the whole),
thr~ug~ conhgUlty and differences, or as a metaphorical equation, through
srmilanty. From this it can be concluded that as any work takes the form of an
unrepeatable system of choices, it constitutes one single complex sign. To trans-
late 15 therefore to aspire to develop and interpret this sign into another more
developed one (relation of contiguity, therefore). The product-translation however
when operated according to the movements of creation, fmaliy appears ~s anothe:
compl~x slgn, which is a~o unrepeatable and tunes in with the original by the
analoglc force of ltS qualities. ln synthesis, to translate and to think of translation
IS to pursue qualities which are to stand face to face.

"Today ali knowledge is necessarily comparative knowledge."

Paul Valéry

C?n ~he horiz0!1 of a:tistic act~vity, I conceive of doing as a kind of
SlgruC productlOn, w1th a poetlc ar aesthetic function.



Translation, then, is the semiotic meeting place and confrontation of
different languages and systems of signs.

From this radical point of view, such a statement coincides with the theses
of Ernest H. Gombrich on the relation between art and creation. Gombrich sees
art as the development of a tradition based on the transmission of schematized
visual vocabularies.

Implicit in this set of transmitted conventions on representation, there is
the concept of an art whose origin is art itself, rather than the observation of nature
or even an idealistic "world view". Gombrich aiso sets aside the concept of "style
as the expression of an era or a race".

As seen above, to make art is thus to produce paradigLls of style, as acts
of choice between altematives prefigured by tradition, having discarded the
concepts of truth, progress and decline with regard to the evolution of forms and
the similarities between the representation and the thing represented.

An in1mediate problem is posed here with regard to creation: the appear-
ance of the new-sign in art, apparently impossible in this order of ideas. However,
the new-sign may occur in the breach of the confrontation of different sign
systems, as a dash of energies between these systems, when language is set in
motion.

To translate intersemiotically is thus a more radical way of taking up
such theses: translation here is conceived as the meaning of a sign in another
~ign which is better developed for certain purposes, since art is not produced
ma vacuum, nor is any artist independent of predecessors and models.

ln my experience as a translator, ! see translation as recreation or "creative
transposition", or creation of creation. I translate whatever gives me pleasure
and, above ali, whatever can incorporate certain methods and forms 01' creation
proposed by artists of verbal or non-verballanguage into my own.

From this point of view, then, I try to avoid translation as illustration
since in my view this would be the "i,mprecise transmission 01' an inessential
content".

To complete the cirde and paraphrase Borges: what reaI:y interests me is,
through translation, to inscribe the discussion on aesthetics in writing.

Now, having reflected and refracted the theories of translation, let us move
on to describe the way intersemiotic translations are processed in my work,
preceded by an analysis of the original translated.

ORGANiSMO
(Décio Pignatari - 1960)

The frrst impression the poem gives, as a whole, is that the procedure
by which it is engendered is itself intersemiotic: in macrostructural tenns, lt IS

organized by connecting up with cinematograpruc syntax. Each page (or state-
ment of the poem) is equivalent to a film shot. The first statement (O ORGAN-
ISM QUER PERDURAR -- "the organism wants to endure") appears as a wlde-
angle shot which is gradually cut back in a process 01' approaching and expandmg.
This process grows more and more intense until the iast page is reached, when the
top of the grapheme O is in the very dose foreground. .

ln terms of the sequential process, however, tl'tis movement 01' commg
nearer in fact presents the radical passage from the verbal to the non-verbal,. in a
reductive synthesis of no more than eight pages shots. The poem opens wlth a
verbal syntagm which is increasingly condensed down to the purely vIsual matenal
01' the expanded graphemes in the last two pages. .,'

The fundamental element in this procedure, however, conslsts m the poem s
capturing 01' the most perfect isomorphism bctween fonn and content. Let llS

then examine this processo .
The fust syntagm (O ORGANISMO QUER Pf:R.f)LI!(~IR .- "th~ orga~~s~l

wants to endure"), followed by the syntagm O OJ<.GANISMO QUER Rtl'ET
("the organism wants to repea"), immediately sows lhe semantic seeds of each
and every organism wl'tich can only endure by repeating the pnmordlal act Ul

search 01' which the poem has set out. .
The succeeding shots/pages are in fact pure repetilion through reductlon/

approach.i.ng. REPLT is reduced to J<.E (scmantic prefix 01' repctilion). NcXl,
the RE falls away to l'tighlight the QUER ("want" -- canier 01' the sema 01' deme).
ln these reductive passages from one shot to anolher, lhe word URGANISlvIO
gradually expands in a crescendo until, between pages 5 and 6, the transfom1ation
occurs from O ORGANISM to ORGASM, wh.i.ch widens out and expands on
the page to give physical embodiment to the meaning. The next page iconizes
the merging of male and female genitals in the dose-up (O O)rganlslIl; tlus 18

followed, on the last page, by the iconic fragment 01' the penetratlon of the

female by the male.
The poem's main iconic feature, however, is at the levei of its rhythm,

that is, in terms of tempo and movement, when the structural whole is focussed
on. The process of reducing and approaching in the syntagms/shots I~ads to a
shorter and shorter reading tempo and from one page to the next. This shrmk-
ing in time corresponds to the expansion of the word ORGANISM, while at the
same time reproducing the more and more accelerated movement/rhythm of
the sexual act, until it explodes in ORGASM and the pure synthesis/design 01'
penetration in the fmal shot. The woman is fecundated at the very moment when
the poem consummates itself, fecundated.
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o organism

orgasm
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GOLDEN ORGANISM
(J ulio Plaza - 1980)

between the parts and the whole; this is the basis of the Gestalt principie and of
the aesthetic concepts of Analogy, Sil11iJarityin Divcrsity and Varicty in Jndentity.

Thc Golden Section transl11its the ideas of Harmonic Pcrfection of Form
and "Ophelimity", or degree of optimization of forl11 in terms of resistance and
harmonious growth. It evokes and directly denotes the notions and ideas of germin-
ation, fecundity and flowering, which play a primordial role in human symbolic
representation. This law of harmonious growth can be found in nature in snails,
sea shells, pentamerous flowers and fruits such as the pineapple, as well as in eggs
and even in man's middle and fourth fingers. ln culture, it can be found in the
Athenian Parthenon and Greek statues, in Leonardo, Mondrian, Le Corbusier,
Seurat and the movie "The Battleship Poternkin".

It is, therefore, upon this harmonic structure that the translation is based,
borrowing from it organization, organicity and harmony between the whole and
its parts like a hyper-ideogram, in isormorphism with the ideas of organic, continu-
ous and growing evolution.

It is the outline of the Golden Section that supports, organizes and spati-
alizes the syntagms/shots:

The poem as a whole thus physically realizes, in a concrete and sensible
form, the repetition of the primordial act semantically proposed in the passage
from the flfSt to the second syntagm. A concretized meaning.

This is a translation of the "enveloping" type, in that it reclaims the text
of the original; in other words, it recuperates ali the statements/syntagms, as well
as the actual typography and, above ali, the size graduation set up by the original
poem's cinematic macro-micro movement.

\Vhat the translation does, in fact, is to re-dimension and re-situate the
original poem in another production space: no longer that of the cinema, but
an ideogrammatic/physiognomic space. The original is inscribed in a Mondrian-like
form/structure, with vertical shots, frontal framing, zooms -- features which
indicate the industrial mode of production: cine camera and photography. The
radical processing of the passage from the verbal to the non-verbal thus takes place
t!lfough a fragmented sequence of short takes in the form of film shots which
give the poem movement.

On the other hand, the translation of the "organism" is mounted on the
relational structure of the Golden Section: a diagram, or iconic legisign in the
Peircean sense. The Golden Section -- so called by Leonardo da Vinci -- or Divina
Proporcione (Luca Paccioli) is a mathematical geometrical line which reflects and
reproduces the theme of the whole, at a given, more or less veiled rhythm, in each
of its parts (one could say that the poetic function is already built into it). Th.is
line, which was already known to the Greeks, seeks a harmonic correspondence

o organismo quer perdurar
o organismo quer repet
o organismo quer re
o organismo quer
o organism
orgasm
00
O

the organism wants to endur
the organisl11wants to repeat
the organism want to re
the organisl11wanl s
the organism
orgasm
00
O

Through the radical change in strucutre, the space of the translation is
semanticized in isomorphism with the structure, for the very meanings of the
Golden Section itself refer to the much wider notion of organismo The translation
gains in simultaneity and isomorphism, since the space is temporalized by the
movement and progression in size of the typography. From th.is movement, spiral
and oval in shape, from the background to the foreground, is bom, syntactically
and semantical1y, the thematic idea of the ovule-ovum, paradigm of the structure
which is latent in the original. The icon of the orgasm is thus structured as an
enveloping physiological action in wh.ich the paranomasia "organism/orgasm"
becomes condensed simultaneously until it organizes the indissociable superim-
position of male and female genitals.

The original's spatial-temporal structure is encapsulated and substituted
by the strucutre of the Golden Section, which proposes lhe simuitaneity of the
evento

Thus, the Golden Section is here a signifying structure· the translation
communicates its structure.



I.n short: the original poem is sequential and purely frontal; in a proees~
of reduetionjapproaehing, it reproduees the more and more aeeelerate~ ~o~~:~~
I thm of the sexual act until it explodes IS ORGASM. The wor. '

:;Yit gradually expands, functions as a kind of icon of the male genltal organ.
There is thus a predominance of the male. .' 1

In the readinojtranslation, thc sequentiality is eneapsulated 1.ll pure SllTIU'
b . ht . vhole in one and the sametancity. The erotic proccss,'movcmcnt IS eaug as a \, ki d f

spaee (vertiginolls synthesis). The ehange in strueture creates another. n1 .o
erotie movement: the crotie as gradual envelopment, i.e., movement as mvo vmg
wruch circumscribes, moves around in a gradual arriving unttl the plunge oecurs,

. . . ORGASM This expanslOn also comcldes wlthcoinciding wlth the expanslOn m . ..' d
the glimpse of the female genitals in an indlssoelable fuslOn of both (male an

female).

(S TAKING OFF

LOBES CALLUSES

TRIGONS PEDU

GLIDING

QUlASMATA

NCLES FISSURES OF ROLAND AND SYLVIOUS UNDER A

PARIENTAL SKY)

NOOSFERA
(Décio Pignatari 1975)

At the macro-struetural leveI, the poem ean be divided into three spaces.
First, there is the space of the representation of the planetary-atmospheric-aeriaI
medium, through which signs referring to airpIanes and names of aircraft buiIders
circulate: chanutes, adlers, demoiselles, etc. These signs are situated topologicalIy
in the upper iconic space of the poem. Airplanes metalinguistically entering and
leaving the bIank space of the page: voisin-------s (here the grapheme s acts as
an icon of the propeller). Airplane-signs "flowing" (fluindo) light as "dragon-
flies gold ... in the setting of the ocher afternoo-------n air" (libélulas ouro ...
no por de ar de ocre da t------arde): here the afternoon runs off -.
wruch bums ar glows (arde) economicalIy and syntactieal1y unites tarde and arde
in a single signo Airplanes flow like "teme silks" (seda tensas) -- here referring
to the asas, "wings", of the airplanes embedded in sedas tensas.

Again at the macro-structural leveI, there is a phonetic icon of the air-
plane (aviao): onvionleta no, where there is the syrnrnetry of on and no embedded
in the word-montage and referring to the symmetry of the icon-airplan and its
sound.

In a second space, described by "down there over the megalo-politan hub-
cap in a fish-eye view" (lá em baixo sobre a calota megalopolitana em olho-de-
peixe), there is the topology of the territory (the earth seen from above), with the
icon of the city (calota) .. a word with multipIe meanings ranging fram "skulI"
to "hubcap" or "polar cap") seen in 360 degrees, as in a photograph taken with
a fish-eye Iens. Embedded in this second space, thert is a third space which
represents the brain as receiver. This reception is indexed by "sign (S TAKING
OFF GLIDING CIRCUMVOLUTING ... " (sign(OS DECOLANDO PLANANDO



Noosfera

arde lá em baixo sobre a calota megalopol

itana em olho-de-peixe -
sign (OS DECOLANDO

- -PLANANDO CIRCUNVOLUINDO SOBRE LOBOS CALOS

- ,QUIASl\lAS BULBOS VENTRICULOS TRIGONOS PEDU

-NCULOS FENDAS DE ROLANDO E SYLVIUS SOB UM

CÉU PARIETAL)



represents the brain as receiver. This reception is indexed by "sign (S TAKlNG
OFF GLIDING CIRCUMVOLUTlNG ... " (sign (OS DECOLANDO PLANANDO
CIRCUNVOLUINDO ... ), where the icons of the parietals are coded as brackets
( ) open to signic penetration -- i.e. sign (OS ... This gives a typographical differ-
entiation in relation to the external signs which circulate in the "sky" -- chanutes
aders wrights . -- penetrating and taking off, ghding and circumvoluting inside
the cerebral space.

Still in the space of the brain, we have: "CIRCUMVOLUTING OVER
LOBES CALLUSES QUIASMATA BUBS VENTRICULI TRIGONS PEDUNCLES
FISSURES OF ROLAND AND SYLVIUS UNDER A PARIETAL SKY (CIRCUN-
VOLUINDO SOBRE LOBOS CALOS QUIASMAS BULBOS VENTRICULOS
TRIGONOS PEDUNCULOS FENDAS DE ROLANDO E SYL VIUS SOB UM
CEU PARJETAL). ln a summarized form, this refers to the scientific names for
elements and parts of the brain. There are also the signs/icons indexed by the
floating accents: _ - - - _ - - - _ - _ - - at various heights, circumvoluting about
the brain. An interesting part of the poem can be registered here: there is a trans-
lation embedded in the poem itself -- a translation which iconizes the verbal sus-
stance of the signs/events in the upper space (chanutes aders ... ) with the accents
which float among the "FISSURES", "LOBES", "CALLUSES" (FENDAS,
LOBOS, CALOS) of the brain. This translation of a part of the poem inside the
poem itself (thus a metalinguistic translation) represents and transmits the idea
of conversion of stimuh (sign events) into the visual image of perception. This
detonates visual thought by coding a process of internatization of signs (reahty)
in the mental-nousspherical.

Thus, we have here an abstract-symbolic representation of a real situation --
sign events fly through the skies and penetrate a receiver (brain) which iconizes
and intemahzes those signs in its mind.

The space of the poem is an ideographic space onto which alphabetical
signs are deposited in a linear order (resulting fram the system of textual pro-
duction). These layers of text are revealed as iconic: the linearity is subverted by
the simultaneity of certain elements such as the space between lines, separation
between words, exit and cntry of graphemes on the page, and above alI by the
icon/index of penetration: sign (OS ... The predominant similarity comes about
not only at the micro-structural leveI but above alI at the macra-structural levei,
especial1y through the spatial orientation which orders the layers of writing. There
are thus at the same time three spaces which are analogically and topologically
connected -- upper space, lower space and middle space -- and which simultaneously
code the icons of the aerial space, the earth, and the brain, embedded in the latter.

However, the use of upper case within the brackets, which refer to the
cerebral space, creates a curious inversion (conversion) of reading in the poem.
The cerebral space comes to the foreground, in visual terms, in relation to the
other two spaces (which remain in a kind of background).

There are therefore two possible readings: first, a reading fram the top
down (fram the space representing the planetary-atmospheric-aerial medium to
the second space, in which the cerebral space is embedded); second, a retum

reading, from the bottom up, where the use of upper case and the highhghting
created by the brackets make the embedded space of the brain leap into the fore-
ground, thus inverting the previous reading. lt is then the space of the brain which
appears as the frrst, a mediator, an access raute to the resto The linking element
between the inside space (brain) and the outside spaces is the word sign (OS ... -)
it is no accident that this word is cut in two by the bracket which iconizes pre-
cisely this interpenetration of inside and outside.

This is the staring point in the poem for the creation of a whole cluster
of curious analogies and interpretative possibilities.

Thus, through the nousspherical-cerebral space -- that is, under a parietal
sky - reahty is always reahty-sign. Under a parietal sky, the world is apprehended
as if seen from above: the signs separate us fram reahty just as airplanes take us
away fram the earth's surface. Reahty becomes rarefied just as the air becomes
rarefied in the glow of late afternoon.

"Under a parietal sky" thus makes a perfect paral1elism with "over the
megalopohtan hubcap". Here the fish-eye view simultaneously points to two
references: frrst, the view from above in an airplane (literal meaning); second,
the metaphorical meaning of "fish-eye" as inahenable deformation and refraction
of reahty by the signo

It is no accident that olho-de-peixe ("fish-eye", or wide-angle lens) in
the poem precedes the word sign (OS ... It is also no accident that both occupy
the near-middle of the poem and mark the dividing-interchanging line between the
airplane-space and the brain-space.

Despite the linearity imposed by the textual system of praduction, there
is thus the suggestion in the poem of the possibility of a circular reading (fram
the top down/from the bottom up) whose center or intersection is the word sign
(OS ... ,) which, indeed, is itself split in two.

OLHO PARA NOOSFERA ("LOOK AT NOUSSPHERE")
(Julio Plaza 1980)

A first glance already enables one to see the radical change in the space.
\VhiJe in the original it is the orthogonal and directed space on the page which
cornmands the produetion of the text, in the translation it is the space of a circle-
mandala which agglutinates and condenses the signs.

The translation leads to the highhghting of this iconicity insofar as it
involves the icons of continuity and organicity, in a semantic relation with the
meanings of the original poem. This sirnilarity is especially maintained with regard
to the referents: supporting space, hubcap (calota) space, fish-eye (olho-de-peixe)
and parietals ( ). It is a case of economy of language -- a comprehensive syn-
thesis which incorporates various elements of the poem. This circular space, then,
becomes a substitute for the flat space of the page in the original. The nature of
the closed O points to the idea-icon of internal circularity and topological con-
tinuity. Here it can be seen that it is the structure itself which organizes the mean-
ings - a signifying structure, therefore.



This substitution at the structural levei commands the echoing of the
paradigms ( ), which in fact serve as a structure for the poem as a whole.
This is a typical case of reduction to the limit of a signal which, by association,
forms other sets.

It can thus be seen that the substitution of some elements in the original
poem occurs in terms of the references and meanings of the poem, and above
ali of its intentionality. Structures organize their own meanings within the
translation. They also condense the linear layers of the original text in terms
of simultaneity.

The outside circle substitutes the aerial space in the original, in the colored
version, it includes orange, an icon of the sun, of the tarde que arde, the golden
sunset, hot air. In the middle, the inner circle, the labyrinthine space ofthe brain,
an icon of the brain which, by chance (it happened during production), also
includes the icon of the starry sky, in a double meaning with the parietal sky
(one meaning saturates itself in the other): chance penetrates the materiality
oflanguage (CEU PARJETAL) and adds to the translation.

On these two sirnultaneous spaces in the form of a trigon, or spherical
triangle, there is a form which is homomorphous with the circle, with isomorphis-
tic features in relation to the circles which contains it.

On this structure, which in realtiy, is a Mobius strip, are the signic elements
of the translated poem:

This transcription to visual signs metaphuric<JJly cunlicnscs ali. signic
~~:~:~. : si ns entering and leaving the spaces of the air-brain-eye-ea:th. The m1~gel

y g h' f the schematic cruss-sectlOn 01 aU thcse cun-writing can be seen as t e Icon o
densed spaces. 1 t" . t ne

At a fust levei, the original can be seen as having a SOI11CW 1at cryp IC o .
hi h akes decoding difficult to some extent; in the translatlOn, however, tlus

w c md. throuoh the incorporation of icons. Therc is thus a passageaspect Isappears o . . . t" n
from the iconized abstract to the concrete visual in a paradlgmatlc proJec lOh~

Another aspect of the translation - perhaps the most Important -- IS~
oetic function. Whi1e this poetic function in the original is found at the mlcro-

~tructural levei, in the translation it is at the macro-structural leveI. There.~s dan

evident systematic projection of the paradigm circle (wlth Its vanou~ S~gru~~ s.

h b m') so that the result is an equation with a poehc unc lon.eart -sun-eye- ra , . . I r can
F the point of view of fidelity to the ongmal, the trans a lon .

rom " . t" "in that the ongmal
be Sl'tuated as a "trans-<:reation" rather than a transcnp lOn , . .

f h· t'on and this creatlOn. 'd d " Iibl'" for the development o anot er crea I ,IS conSI ere an a . . f t"on
metonymicaliy recovers aspects of the original to place them m a poetlc unc 1 .

chanutes wrights aders demoiselies voisin s blértiots fluindo sedas
tensas libélulas ouro no por de ar de ocre da tarde

This incorporation is carried out in terms of the metonymic recovery of the signs,
to prevent the translation from losing sight of the object translated, and thus
losing its raisol1 d'être by becorning an independent object.

The positive-negative treatment of the verbal signs makes them someti.Jtles
pass inside and sometirnes outside: this creates circularity and continuity outside
the circle -- an iconic idea of the transpositon of the sign to other nousspheres.
ln this way, the work codes an icon of the idea that thoughts are sometirnes inside
and sometirnes outside the brain, in the form of signs, or objects. We thus have
a lirniting case of translation as form: the simultaneous and condensed absorption
not only of the three spaces of the original but also af its exchanges, of the reading
movements insinuated by these exchanges and of the reading circularity suggested
by the original text despite its orthogonal space.

Thus, it is not the literality of the original's meanings which is translated,
but rather the movements and forms which are irnplicit in its relations: not only
the patent relations but also those which are potentialiy subjacent. There is there-
fore a confrontation with the intentionality of the original.

ln a comparative synthesis between the original and the translation, it
can be seen that there is a radical change to a different structure, one of a visual
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CIDADE, CITY, CITÉ

(Augusto de Campos 1963)

o
o

At the macro-structural levei, the poem is structured by the syntax created
by the organization of the text itself: letter by letter, word by word, in a linear
sequence wllich is characteristic of the textual mode of production.

The grand syntagm-poem is built up from dictionary words in alphabetical
order, each of which contains in a virtual form the suffix city. Thus, we have:
atro·<:ity, cadu-city, capa·<:ity, up to the last word in the poem: vora-city. ln each
word, the suffix is suppressed, only to be recovered at the end of the poem, by
the joining up of ali the words continuously (without spaces between them).
This produces the noise of a constant and repeated friction which confuses the
reading of the poem and the discrimination of the terms used (each word). lt
is on1y when, at the end of the poem, the suffix city appears, that the code for
apprehension of the whole poem is given. This code, moreover, is valid in three
languages: Portuguese, English, and French - cidade, city, cité.

From the graphic point of view, the poem is already intersemiotic insofar
as it incorporate~ a schematic "picture" of the city, as if it were seen from a dis-
tance. The poem thus contains an iconic image, and this serves to facilitate inter-
semiotic translation and transcription to a visual medium. This iconic aspect,
indeed, is dev'oped, stressed and hyperbolized above ali in version A (panorama
of the City).

The ideographic system of representation in the original poem stresses
the linear nature of spatial and temporal forms. In the visual translation, tllis
linearity is used in terms of developing the poem's structure, i.e. its icon: a
picture of the city, a semantic fact wllich results from the poem's linearity. The
translation makes use of the structure of the original and highlights it. It aiso
builds simultaneity into the linearity, however, by capturing words and their
transformations through typographic elements which create a mobile and iconic
writing, superimposed on the writing of the original poem.

Through the use of movable types, the translation is organized as a brico/age
of elements or stylemes which refer back to a historical typography. Thus we
have Antiqua, modem Roman, Egyptian, sans-serif, Gothic, and ornamental
(jantaisie) or miscelianeous typograpllic styles and, paraliel to this in iconic form,
buildings which correspond to these same styles.

Semantically, then, these letter styles arranged in the syntagm "panorama
of the city" incorporate plastic dimensions into the space where they are situated
and thereby, as it were, incorporate, and become iconized in, buildings and
streets (the spaces between letters), thus highlighting the space "city" and its
superobjects, the buildings. The icon of the city is thus organized by the inclusion
in the poem-translation of plastic, graphic and spatial aspects which together
produce the designo

There is also an emphasis on certain letters which are scattered throughout
the syntagm "panorama of the city"; these letters gradualiy incorporate and re-
distribute the suffix CIDADE within the syntagm -- a translation of the enveloping
type, to facilitate the reading of the poem.
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~ 1 ~ A D E is scattered in this way both in order to iconize buildings
m the CIty by emphasizing certain letters through their size, anll also to assist in
the systematic decoding of the poem.

Furthermore, still in dialogic terms, it can be seen that the translation
also incorporates the poem V/VAIA (by the same author), in an intersection
of inter-textual layers, as well as generating at the end a semantic-parallel hymn
to .the in~ust?al city: VIVA CIDADE ("Iong live the city" and also "vivacity"),
pomted wIth uony by the contamination with VAIA ("boo").

The idea of translating these elements arose from the visualization of
the spatial arrangement of the poem as a whole, which is five meters in length.
Thus.' the tra~sla~ion was conceived to occupy a concave space facing the spectator
(vertIcal posItlOnmg of the poem). Here the "City" would once again be iconized
as a whole, in an intersemiotic substitution of the real city as a signo Thus, seen
~rom afar, the transIation would still maintain a cIose-up dialog with the city (seen
m panorarnic vision, the city tends to be perceived as a curved plane of the 180*
projection type).
.. ln this version, the reading of the city tends toward the figurativism which
IS mherent in the linearity whereby the city is iconized as if seen from afar like
a la~dscape. The translation or reading thus tends toward a space of the figu:ative
Euclidean ty~e, where there is a parallelism with the sky in the upper part of the
p~em, and wIth ·the earth in the lower part, while the city is spread out in the
n:uddle: The translation, then, operates at the leveI of the figurative and illustra-
tIve, wIthout transforming the suucture of the original. This is not the case with
the other two versions, B and C, which are commented on below.
. These two versions set out to change the structure of the poem but do so
m a merely demonstrative and schematic manner. Later on they may be improved,
for they were based on the available material from the first translation (production
economy).

. .~ version B a radical change in the representation space is operated by
vert.Ica~mg the text in the manner of Japanese of Chinese prints, with their
tYPICal Ideographic structure, rather than in the fom1 of a textual ideographic
space. The code here operates on the basis of the spatial nature of its elements:
that ,~s, t~~ u~per .sub.-syntagm signifies "far", while the lower sub-syntagm signi-
fies near . Lmeanty ISreplaced by simultaneity, incorporating into the translation
a greater degree of abstract-iconic substance than was the case in the figurative
form of the fust version. ln the translation, the letters C 1 D A D E can still
be seen scattered vertically and ending with the parallel change (VIVA) to the City.

There 18 a decrease in figurative elements, compared with "Panorama of
t~e City':. The .reading of the translation is also made more difficult by the
sllTIUltaneIty, which here plays a subtly ironic and humorous role in relation to
the original, owing to its decomposition and re-composition in another production
space. Another possible reading of this translation would be as with Kakemono.

Version C incorpor~tes a new element -- space -- as in the city square.
~ere the text acts. as a (cIty) waIl, as in medieval representations of encIosed
Ideographic/topologrc space; this introduces the spectator into the poem. Here

the translation must be read as if the spectator realJy were i.nside the space of the

poem-translation. .
The translation thus gains in sirnultaneity and deslgn, but loses to the

textual reading, which is diluted and organized as a bricolage of historic~ styles.
These styles are articulated as a fom1 of writing which is incorporated 1I1tothat

of the poem. .
A comparison between the three versions shows that the change 1I1structure

(as a styleme) is also a semantic fact: in other words, the structure mforms the
translations semantically, as an isomorphic relation between form and meamng,
or more precisely, the structures upon which the translations are .base~ are slgm-
fying forms in constant dialog with the forms of textual productlon (111the first
reading) and with the historical Oriental and Westem forms of representatlOn
(in versions A and B). These two versions, in tum, tend to ~ove ~part from the
original and become autonomous. Moreover, it is above alI m verSlon C that th.e
reading sequence is lost, although from the macro-structural po~t of Vlew lt

gains the plasticity of the spatial square in its instantaneous lcomc formo lt lS,
then, a creative translation, in which, while the valorized space in the first veISl~n
is the functional space of textual production, in the others the space lS aesthetl~,
i.e. has a poetic function, ar is a paradigm of the space on the page, above aIl m

versions C and B.
Digressions could be made at the leveI of meaning. The most important

ones would be those which operate at the macro-structual leveI: verSlOn ; the
"city" is industrial and, through the Jinearity of the text, refers to the assembly
Jine (production of a line i.n linotype). The city can be seen at high speed or as a
representation in irnages of the route fol1owed when travelling by car. This gl:,es
rise to the fragmentation and metonymization of language as seen m advertlsmg

i.nthe city.
ln version B and C, on the other hand, the simultaneity at the macro-

structural levei makes it necessary to juxtapose events. lt thus points to art rather
than to the city (referent) -- art as a system of representation, an index of a
dialogic relationship with other artistic series.

From the point of view of production, or of the phenomenology of com-
position, version A is coherent with its own system of production. Version B and
C on the other hand are more plastic-pictorial.

, The poetic [unction is thus introjected in ideographic-plastic .terms -- i.n
the space of the square as paradigm of the space of the page. l.n this. way, the
graphic elements of the poem, as it were 1ink up with the s~atlal lirnits of the
page __hence it is at once a topologic space and ideograpluc-lcomc space: mdex

on icon.
Version C compared to version A gains in spatial concreteness, for the

space is imprisoned i.n the form of a city square. This shows how other elements
are incorporated by contiguity with the referential "city". .

Thus, in their phenomenology, i.n their physicality, the translatlons are
realized by the operation of commutation and creative transcription. Aspects of



the original are forgotten but at the same time others are incorporated, in an
intellectual interplay of similarity and contiguity with the referent and the
meanings of the original.
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CEU-MAR
(Augusto de Campos 1971)

CEU-MAR
Julio Plaza ( 1980)

At the macro-{;tructural levei, the poem deve10ps systematically through
a topological-analogical transformation from one word to the next (condition
for Lewis Carroll's game, on the basis of which the poem is constructed). One
grapheme at a time is changed, as each word deve10ps vertically into the next,
giving the doublet a Japanese Kakemoto character.

The condition for Lewis Carroll's game is quite simple: "Two words of the
saroe length are proposed. The puzzle consists of linking them through the inser-
tion of other words, each differing from the previous one by only one letter.
That is, a letter has to be changed in one of the two words, then another one
in the resulting new word and so on until the second proposed word is reached.
Within each word, the order of the letters can not be changed: each letter has
to keep its own place.

For instance, the word "head" can be transfonned into "taiJ" by Lnsert-
ing the words "heal", "teal", "teU", "tal!". r caU the two initial words a Doublet
(pair), the inserted words, Links and the entire series, a Chain -- of which the
foUowing is an example:

HEAD
heal
leal

leU
!ali

TAIL"
Lcwis Carroll

In the frrst creative translation of the poem (Version C), the vertical
structure is substituted by another paradigm (of the semiotic system, color),
which is also vertical: the, color sca1e, whose graded topo10gical development
helps to establish the spatia1 and chromatic re1ations of identification with the
"sky" and "sea" referents.

Through its semantic proximity to the "sky" and "sea" referentia1 (the
gradation from atmosphere to 1andscape becomes evocative of the referentia1),
the trans1ation remains at an abstract leveI in relation to the original. Here, at this
point, the translation parts ways with the original and becomes independent.
To avoid this, the original must be recovered by making it "enveloping", that
is, by ensuring the recuperation, for example, of one of its verbal terms.

In terms of an intersemiotic translation, one of the structural problems
is the possible antagon.ism between the sign systems. As a result, the two sign
systems would tend to reject each other mutually; or, rather, the second would
move apart from the structure and mean.ing of the translated original. Under
these circumstances, the translation becomes independent or autonomous.

In the present case, however, the translation into a chromatic scale
manages to establish links at the macro-structural leveI -- a sequence of co or
planes in a vertical direction -- as well as at the micro-structural leveI -- sky-
color-sea (céu-cor-mar). The term "colo r" (cor) appears here, suggesting the
transformation into the color's semiotic system. As for the poet's other terms,
they are simply eliminated from the translation. In this translation, there is
change and creative transformation of sign.ifieds and, consequently, of meaning,
but not of structure.

The frrst operative module of the "CEU-MAR"doublet is the word céu
("sky") which, through undergoing a transformation of one of its graphemes --
U into M -- is tumed into cem ("hundred"; phonetically, the same as sem, "with-
out"). The latter, for its part, and following the same procedure, is transformed
into com ("with"), and so on, in a temporal-spatial isomorphism which generates
rhythm and movement. Thus, a purely sensitive structural movement prodominates.

The composition of the poem emerges as ideogramic through a direct
juxtaposition -- an analogical juxtaposition -montage of elements -- on the page's
space, in a structure which creates a temporal dynamic and engenders tension among
the words in this space, in such a way as to produce a Gestalt which isomorphically
commun.icates itself.

The poem's ideographic space, for its part, reveals itself as iconic: the two
opposed terms --CEU-MAR ("SKY -SEA") -- are located spatially, above and below,
giving the poem an iconic aspect in relation to the referent. Here, the symbol
(text) is saturated in the iconic spatial.

These are, actual1y, variations of the same structural translation. In both
these versions, the transposition is more radical in the shift from one structure
to the other. There is a shift from a linear structure -- which involves the form
of production of the text (line by line) -- to a topological-ideographic circular
structure, which summarizes and synthesizes the action of the two pole-signs
ofthe "CEU-MAR" poem.

In one sense, this enveloping visual reading fol1ows the movement of the
making-unmaking of the poem, of the poem's remaking
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VAI e VEM
José Lino Gruenwa/d (1959)

The visual syntax of the poem is structured in accordance with gestaltic
rules goveming factors of proximity and similarity which relate words in space
with a view to simultaneity. This simultaneity introduces time and movement
into the poem in a structural manner, or by qualifying the structure.

In the words of Décio Pignatari: "In concrete poetry, movement tends
toward simultaneity -- that is, toward a multiplicity of concomitant movements ...
At a more advanced stage of fonnal evolution, at a more rationa! state of creation,
isomorphism tends to be resolved in pure structural movement, dynam.ic structure.
It can be said that at this state the geometric or mathematical foml predomin-
ates" (18).

In the case of VAI e VEM, the poem in its becoming communicates as
movement. lts communicability entails a problem of functionality in relation
to the receiver, and this functionality is given through the structure. The move-
ment is not of the physiognomic-organic type, but is geometrically and mathe-
matically organized, and produces a kinesthetic relatiou belween space and eye
in the receiver.

The poem can thus be seen to be dynamic in its structure, planned before
being put into words: "The chosen structure will rigorously -- almost mathe-
matically -- determine the elements of the game aud their relative positiori' (18).
The artist here associates forms rather than ideas. The meaning of lhe poem is
its structure.

Thus, the organic physiognomic movement present at the semantic leveI
is surpassed by the geometric isomorph.ic movement. [n otller words, the move-
ment is given by the structure, at the levei of the kinesthetic sense, of the geo-
metry of the eye.

VAI e VEM is an icon.ic indicator of movement at the macro-structural
levei, it obliges the eye to travei through the blank space on the page. This struct-
ure, which delimits the space upon wh.ich the signifieds of COME (VIR) and GO
(IR) are exerted (surpassing the verbal semantics of the verb), detonates the
signified GO.cOME (IR-VIR) in the eye's possible routes over the page, con-
densing a constellation of spatial movements in which the repetition of the verbs
GO (VAI) and COME (VEM) is no longer redundant but infomlative because
of its spatial position.

in wruch this topological movement is really translated at the structural levei of
the formo Through the structure's radical change -- no longer linear, but now more
simultaneous and mandala-like -- ali the movement is resolved in a continuous
circularity at a visual levei, where the in"termediary terms (cem-com-cor-dor-dar __
hundred/without-with-color-pain_give) are no longer recovered, as occurs in the
enveloping type of translation presented above.

Translations of trus kind are complementary and illustrate one another
in relation to the original, perhaps as a result of the extent of figurativeness.

ln these translations there is a radical change in the space of representation,
so that the transcreation operates more at the rhythmic levei of the movement
inbedded in the production space itself.

VAIe VEM
Julio P/aza (1980)

In the sound translation (see fig. I), substitution is carried out by means
of loudspeakers, wruch are placed in groups, or batteries. There are altogether
48 loudspeakers: they are arranged symmetrical1y around an axis (occupied by
the human figure), with 24 on each side. The idea here is to have the loudspeakers
produce programmed sound in such a way as to create a sound movement (stero
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effect) as shown by the arrows: a movement of COMING and GOING, creating
spatial contraction/expansion .

A radical change is operated here fram one structure to another: the struct-
ure of the flat graphic space of the page changes into real three·dinlensional space .
This new kind of space entails a different apprehension of a kinesthetic nature:
the relation between the senses -- sight, touch and hearing -- organized by the
sense perception of the body as a whole.

ln the case of the second version (fig. 2), which in fact is a more complex
case than the first a pragranlmed cubic space is construeted with loudspeakers.
The spatial organization here is far richer insofar as it is not the sound that reverber-
ates against the walls, but the walls themselvcs which transmit the sound. The
loudspeakers thus aet as signalJers ano indicators of spaec, and cven reach beyond
the physical limits of the souno cube. It will be possible to program eirculllvul-
utions such as those drawn in the cube in figure 2. This will produce the kinesthe-
tic sensation of COMING and GOING spatialJy and corporcally .

This is in fact an intersemiotic translation operated from one system of
signs to another quite different one: this in tum gives us a spaee-time eUlltinuul11
in perfect isomorphism .


